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FLIGHT 93 NATIONAL MEMORIAL INTERNATIONAL DESIGN COMPETITION
STAGE I JURY REPORT

02/3/05

Defining and designing the Flight 93 National Memorial is a poignant task. Beginning with the
Mission Statement, the Partners initiated a process of exploration and discovery that have set the
stage for this International Design Competition.

All who are and have been involved in this process have struggled with the overriding issues of
how to appropriately memorialize both the group and the individuals on Flight 93 as well as send
a message about their action. The need of the families to memorialize and celebrate the lives of
their loved ones is coupled with the desire of all the Partners to portray the resolve of the
passengers and crew of Flight 93 in a way that will speak to future generations. This presents a
unique challenge to find a singular idea that will satisfy and elevate the needs and desires of all
involved.

The Partners continued search for that one brilliant answer requires great introspection and
analysis. The Design Competition was initiated to further that analysis by collecting ideas from
people throughout the country and around the world. As an open 2-stage competition, Stage I
solicited design concepts that were to be an expression of the issues, ideas, and passion
contained in the Mission Statement. The opportunity to submit a “memorial expression” was
open to design professionals and the general public alike, and their expressions could range in
scope from an individual artwork to a larger landscape treatment. The designers of the 5
“memorial expressions” selected by the Stage I Jury will be invited to develop their design
concepts further in Stage II of the Competition.

The conclusion of Stage I is expressed in this report. As with every step undertaken by the
Partners, lessons are learned. The Stage I Jury has contributed to that exploration and learning by
not only evaluating and selecting those design concepts to be invited to evolve in Stage II, but
also by giving guidance to both the Stage II Participants as well as the Stage II Jury. By offering
this guidance, the Stage I Jury has provided direction and recorded their “lessons learned” for
those continuing on in the search for the answer.

The Evaluation Process

The Stage I Jury assembled the evening of January 23, 2005. The Competition Advisors presented
a brief orientation of the overall Competition process, the Evaluation Workbook created to assist
them in their work, and a walking tour through the exhibition of the 1,011 entries placed in
Competition.

To prepare the Jury for their task, the Competition Advisors emphasized the importance of and
inherent guiding principles within the Mission Statement. The Mission Statement was portrayed as
the “message to the Competitors” that encapsulated the expectations and hopes of the families
and Partners for the National Memorial. Additionally, the Design Program and Site Organization
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Diagram’s content and purpose were summarized and reviewed. Since each Juror received a
Competition Packet prior to their arrival in Somerset, this briefing served as clarification and
reinforcement of the purpose and importance of the Jury’s work.

On January 24 th, the evaluation process began. The Competition Advisors requested each Juror
view each entry. To enable the individual Juror’s work, the Advisors suggested that the Jurors
undertake their review by breaking the exhibit down into sets of 100 entries. Each Juror began on
a different set of 100, assuring that all entries were viewed with a fresh set of eyes. This
methodology also helped the Jurors keep track of which entries they had viewed and which they
had not yet seen.

Following the individual overview of all entries, the Jury assembled as a group to discuss their first
impressions. This discussion allowed the family members on the Jury to impart some of their
feelings and observations. Comment cards that had been received at the exhibit gallery and
online (from family members, Partners, and the general public) were made available to the Jurors
to review as the work progressed.

The Jury was then divided into three teams, with each team assigned a block of entries (1-340,
341-680, and 681-1011) and asked to identify those entries within the block that the team
determined deemed closer evaluation and Jury discussion. Each team began a process of
collaboration between them as they discussed and selected entries to advocate before the Jury.
Those entries identified included not only strong design concepts, but also those that illustrated
an issue that the team wanted to bring before the Jury for discussion.

The Jury as a whole assembled to view the entries that had been identified by the three teams.
Each individual Juror was then asked to return to the exhibition and identify any concept that they
felt had merit or deserved further evaluation by the Jury. (This technique was used throughout the
evaluation and any Jury member at any time could resurrect or request reevaluation of an entry
that was not included in the entries under consideration.) At the end of the first complete day, the
Jury had identified 26 entries that would be the focus of discussion and evaluation the following
day.

The morning of January 25th, the Jury experienced a site tour and briefing similar to the one
offered to potential Competitors. The Jurors traveled to the Somerset County Historical Center to
view a video on the history and culture of this special community, and to tour the museum
exhibit. The Jury was then taken on a tour of the National Memorial site replicating the assumed
visitor experience. Beginning with an overview of the entire 2,200 acres from the lookout on
Route 30 and then using the “haul road” to travel from Route 30 to the ridge (dragline location),
the Jury paused at the ridge to view the crash site from that distance. Subsequent stops provided
a sequential journey and progression to the Sacred Ground. The stops included a briefing by
Ambassador representative Donna Glessner at the Temporary Memorial, a briefing by John Weir
of PBS Coals, and the “shops” where the FBI and other agencies set up headquarters and where
the families were first brought to view the crash site. The last stop was the Sacred Ground. There,
the Jury could begin to comprehend the magnitude of the event and prepare themselves to
judge entries with reference to the land, the hemlock grove, and the view from the site back into
the bowl, shops, Temporary Memorial, and ridge.
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The site visit and tour was undertaken in bitter cold conditions after a major storm over the
previous weekend. Even under these conditions, the Jury reacted strongly to the power of the
site, the understanding that a majority of the 2,200 acres proposed for the National Memorial
park was in the process of reclamation, and an understanding of how the designs must not only
respond to the Mission Statement, but also be respectful of the land and its history. The
experience of the Jury on the site had a profound impact on their evaluation.

Upon returning from the site visit, the afternoon was spent in discussion and evaluation by the
Jury as a whole. Each of the 26 entries selected the evening before was presented by an advocate
and discussed by the Jury – identifying the positives and negatives of each entry. After all were
discussed, the individual members were requested to return to the exhibition and identify any
other entries that should be brought forth for consideration based on the previous discussion,
evaluation, and site visit. Jurors selected an additional seven entries for evaluation and discussion.

At the end of the day, the Competition Advisors asked each Juror to select their preference for
the five entries that they felt best responded to the Mission Statement. This individual preference
was informed by both the site visit and discussion by the Jury as a whole. Through an iterative
process of individual preferences and group discussion, the number of entries under
consideration was narrowed to eight. The Jury adjourned for the day.

The final day of deliberation on January 26th began with Jurors individually evaluating the eight
entries selected the previous evening. A discussion by the Jury as a whole followed, including an
in depth review of each entry’s positive and negative attributes. As a part of this and earlier
discussions, a set of “Design Principles” began to evolve that reflected the findings of the Jury and
their recommendation for further design exploration in Stage II of the Competition.

A final poll of the Jury identified five entries that represent a range of concepts that have the
potential to appropriately interpret the Mission Statement at this time and in this place. After the
five were identified, the Jury as a whole reviewed each one, considered if any of the previous
entries should be reconsidered, and concluded that the five concepts selected were indeed those
that should be invited into Stage II of the Competition.

The Jury also identified an additional nine entries that they wished to award Honorable Mention
commendation for their design ideas and contributions to furthering the understanding of what
the Flight 93 National Memorial should be.

Having selected the five Finalists and nine Honorable Mentions, the Jury then finalized their list of
Design Principles to record their findings and give guidance to Stage II Participants as they
develop and refine their design concepts. In addition, the Jury developed recommendations
specific to each of the final five entries. These specific comments and recommendations to the
designers for further exploration and development of their concepts are also included in this
report.

With the mandated tasks for Stage I complete, the entry envelopes containing the authors’ names
were opened and recorded in accordance with the Design Competition Regulations regarding
“Anonymity of Stage I Design Entry.”
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Design Principles

The primary responsibility of the Stage I Jury is to evaluate all entries and identify those that have
the potential to best interpret the Mission Statement through their proposed “memorial
expression.” During their deliberations, the Jury established a list of Design Principles that not
only provided a basis for agreement on which entries should be invited into Stage II, but also
reflects their findings. The Jury also wishes to have these Principles expressed to the Stage II
Participants at the Stage II Competition Briefing and to the Stage II Jury as a point of beginning
for the evaluation.

1. Since the story of Flight 93 is not yet complete, the Stage II Design Submittal should allow
for a changing or evolving meaning over time.

2. The site plan is crucial to setting the context for the “memorial expression,” and as such,
should be carefully considered in Stage II and be a mandatory requirement for Stage II
submittals.

3. The Stage II Design Submittal should reflect a respect for the land and the rich history of
the site still visible today.

4. While inclusion of such existing structures as the draglines and the Temporary Memorial is
optional, the Stage II Design Submittal should clearly articulate the use, location, or
purpose of these structures.

5. The varied aspects of the site should be employed and made integral to the “memorial
expression” to enrich the experience of the visitor.

6. The Stage II Design Submittal should articulate a sequence of entry, procession, and
ultimate arrival at the “memorial expression.” The majority of the Jury felt that procession
to and from the Sacred Ground should be via separate pathways, but the final decision
should be up to the designers as they consider the full impact of the visitor experience.

7. The Stage II Design Submittal should express an understanding of the impact of large
groups as well as individuals touring the site and of the broad range of ages and physical
abilities of expected visitors.

8. If family stories are included in the “memorial expression,” the designer should propose
them as an integral part of the design. The families would edit and approve all stories prior
to inclusion in the final design.

9. The Stage II Design Submittal should reflect an understanding of sustainability and
operational maintainability in a rugged climate, and in the presence of budgetary
constraints.

10. The landscape design should anticipate dramatic seasonal change.

11. The Stage II Design Submittal should clearly articulate both walking and vehicular access
to the site.

12. Upon review of the submissions, it became apparent to the Jury that major aspects of the
story do not lend themselves to the “memorial expression” alone, but require
interpretations and presentation that would best be done in an Interpretive Center. The
Jury strongly recommends that the Stage II Design Submittal show the integration of an
Interpretive Center as part of the visitor experience.
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The Stage I Jury’s Selection

It is with great anticipation and high expectations that the Stage I Jury unanimously identified the
following five entries as the most promising to participate in Stage II of the Flight 93 National
Memorial Design Competition.  The ten members of the Flight 93 Stage I Jury base this decision
on much discussion, collective and individual introspection, and rigorous professional and
personal evaluations.  These entries represent a range of design approaches for the “memorial
expression” as an interpretation of the Mission Statement and display opportunity for further
exploration.  The common thread among these 5 selections is that each provides a “memorial
expression” while considering and respecting the land.  The Jury desires that the final solution is
one that is timeless — one that interprets the history of this place and the role a particular group of
individuals played in making it speak to generations yet to be born.  The Stage I Jury challenges
the Stage II Design Teams to continue evolving their concepts to appropriately interpret the
Mission Statement, the Preamble of which reads:

A common field one day.  A field of honor forever.  May all who visit this place
remember the collective acts of courage and sacrifice of the passengers and crew,
revere this hallowed ground as the final resting place of those heroes, and reflect on the
power of individuals who choose to make a difference.

Stage I Entrants Invited to Participate in Stage II

In alphabetical order:

Leor Lovinger
Gilat Lovinger
Berkeley, California

Ken Lum
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Laurel McSherry
Columbus, Ohio

Paul Murdoch Architects
Los Angeles, California

Frederick Steiner
Karen Lewis
Jason Kentner
E. Lynn Miller
Austin, Texas
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FINALIST 1 - Disturbed Harmony

Leor Lovinger
Gilat Lovinger
Berkeley, California

Designers’ Narrative
The Flight 93 Memorial will be a unique place.
It will be different than most other existing
memorials in the world, mainly due to its setting
and scale.  These provide us the opportunity to
create a unique experience for the visitor at this
memorial.

On September 11th, our lives, our cities, our
landscapes were under attack.  Their rhythm and
harmony were disrupted.  Flight 93 was not
about a specific moment.  It was about a
struggle- a dramatic ongoing event during which
40 brave individuals challenged evil and fought
for life-theirs and ours.  The visitor of this
memorial should experience this.  Our proposal

looks at the arrival to the site, and the visit as a sequence of events.  The Memorial Park unfolds in
front of the visitor as he moves through it, providing many levels of intimacy and opportunities for
remembrance and contemplation.

‘Bravery Wall’ is the spine of this memorial; the red thread around which everything happens and
all is organized.  Imposed on the Pennsylvania rural vernacular it enhances the unique dimensions
of the site, yet at the same time brings the enormity of the scale down to provide personal
experience and moments of remembrance and contemplation.  ‘Bravery Wall’ is visible to all, the
planes flying above it, the adjacent towns surrounding it, the daily traffic along route 30, and the
worldwide visitors of the site.  ‘Bravery Wall’ is five feet wall wide, two and a half miles long and
its height varies as its location and functions change.  As the wall moves from north to south it
changes from a functional element to a powerful and meaningful living piece.  The visitor’s
experience transforms with it.  The wind, the sun, the sky patterns, the snow etc. will always enrich
this experience making every visit here a unique one.

Approaching the memorial on route 30, ‘Bravery Wall’ reveals itself as a milestone, a gateway- we
are here, we arrived to The Flight 93 National Memorial.  We peel off to the south; Bravery Wall
guides us to the visitor’s center where personalized services, information, and interpretation
about the Memorial are offered.  We hope to adapt and re-use the two existing structures in this
location (~5000 sq. ft.) ALL visitors of the park are required to park and to be briefed.  From this
point the visitor may choose to experience the park in one of three ways, take the shuttle, drive
their car to the parking area at the base of the ridge, or walk through the Memorial Park- a 2.5
mile walk to the Memorial Center, and the Sacred Grounds.
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Regardless of the visitor’s selection ‘Bravery Wall’ will visually guide him to the Sacred Grounds.
Those who choose to walk along ‘Bravery Wall’ will depart the visitors’ center walking through a
grove of trees, out into the open landscape.

The story of the flight and the acts of bravery unfold as the visitor and wall proceed.

The first shuttles’ stop at the Shower house (display?) is also an option for those who prefer a
shorter hike.  To those who take the shuttle or car, ‘Bravery Wall’ will occasionally appear and
disappear, as the bare rolling landscape reveals itself.  Upon arrival to the parking area west of the
ridge, the vehicular visitors will notice ‘Bravery Wall’ disappear as it moves beyond the ridge.
Visitors will dismount and walk uphill approximately 1000-ft.  A dramatic vista awaits the visitor
on the top of the ridge.  This space is the physical and spiritual transition for those who choose
this option.  After being drawn in emotionally, the visitor is offered to descend into the bowl and
experience the site in a more intimate way.  ‘Bravery Wall’ cuts through the sacred landscape,
adjacent to where the temporary memorial was sited, the ground slopes gently exposing the
MEMORIAL WALL where the names of the 40 brave heroes are engraved.  Once down in this
space, the wind stops providing the visitor a moment of silence and contemplation.  The leveled
wall continues towards the grassy hill its focal point, and eventually wraps around the Sacred
ground in the form of a ha-ha (sunk fence).  A memorial Hemlock grove will be planted south
east of the sacred ground, and serve as a setback for the Sacred Ground.  There will be a fourth
and final shuttle stop, 700-ft away from the Welding Complex.  This will provide disabled as well
as other visitors a short cut to the Memorial Wall and the Sacred Grove.  Few reserved parking
spaces for family members will be located here.  The Memorial Center is located at the Welding
Complex location.  While we are not aware of its historic significance and physical condition, we
are supportive of making use of any possible structure.

This composition of a gesture for the brave, the architectural vernacular of the Pennsylvania Barn
and the bare landscape with the remnants of its mining history create a setting to remember these
40 individuals and embrace the legacy they left us with.

Jury’s Comments
“Disturbed Harmony”   The design concept of a 2 1/2 mile long “Bravery Wall” is a datum for
experience and understanding the contours and extent of the land.  The Jury appreciated the
timeline and recognized the potential of the wall to be a major orientation and guidance element
for the visitors, as well as give more visual drama to the changing terrain. It would also provide
space to memorialize the passengers and crew of Flight 93 through narratives of the special
events of the tragedy that occurred here.  The Jury responded positively to the use of the regional
vocabulary and materials in the expression of the design. This concept gives real opportunity for a
memorable experience in “… the relationship between the site and the visitor, and the site and the
wall.”

Jury Recommendations

•  While the Jury responded positively to the concept of the traversing wall, the members
expressed concern that the wall lacked articulation and complexity. The opportunities
inherent in a wall of this scope and magnitude had not been fully explored.
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• There is an implied single path along the wall.  Consider alternate ways to experiencing the
features of the site, the wall, and the arrival points.  Paths should not be only two-way
pedestrian ways.

•  The apparent method of recognizing the 40 passengers and crew is too subtle and
understated.

• The logic behind the particular location of the wall is not clear.

•  Structures proposed for the site may respect the principles of vernacular architecture, but
should not be literal interpretations of traditional buildings.

• The Jury encourages the entrant to associate with an experienced and capable environmental
artist.

• A wall of this scope allows for a broader range of information to illuminate the history of the
site leading up to the event.
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FINALIST 2 – (F)Light

Ken Lum
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Designer’s Narrative
SITE
Our proposal for the Flight 93 National
Memorial aims to transform a common field into
a sanctuary that resonate a sense of individual
and collective memory, sacrifice and loss.  The
memorial is approached through a series of
thresholds (Gateway, Approach, Ridge and the
Bowl) that increasingly separates and prepares
visitors for the Sacred Ground.  The Sanctity of
sacred ground is maintained by these
thresholds.

They are traversed through arteries that navigate
the historical legacy, natural contours and
landscape of the site.  Arteries provide access to
mining ponds and artifacts, tree clusters and

groves, emerging at mounds on the perimeter of the Ridge offering vistas to the Sacred Ground.
Through its annual cycle of rebirth, the reclaimed landscape accentuates the experience of the
memorial through a metaphor of life.  Descending into the Bowl visitors are gradually removed
from the sights and sounds of the park.

FLIGHT 93 NATIONAL MEMORIAL
The memorial grazes the contours of the inner Bowl’s landscape liken to a rupture in nature’s
fabric.  Its entrance courtyard contains a series of terraces whose end wall frames vistas to the
Sacred Ground.  They are the beginnings to the Luminous Roofscape- a landscape artifact
sculptured to invoke a physical and spiritual experience of awe, inspiration and hope through the
recollection of events that unfolded on Flight 93.  The roofscape is translucent and gracefully
folds itself in a clockwise spiral sculpting natural landscape into memorial space, its trajectory is
composed by the route of Flight 93.  Beginning from a horizontal ascending position at the
memorial’s entrance courtyard (08:42 Newark), and returning to a horizontal descending
position at the journey’s end in the memorial courtyard (10:03 Pennsylvania).

The initial enclosed composition of the roofscape (08:42-09:35) invokes the regular, individual
memories of the passengers going about his or her everyday life.  This dim, descending passage is
a space of collective memory; visitors can leave artifacts and light candles in memory of loved
ones.

The roofscape’s unfolding into a semi-enclosed space (09:35-09:39) recalls Flight 93’s moment of
revelation and choice- a literal turning point.
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It’s composition ends in a space of mourning but also of hope (09:39-10:03): an open, white
marble memorial courtyard lined with forty empty tables that individually unfold from the
collective whole of the Luminous Roofscape.  Etched into these white marble tables are the
names of the lost arranged in no particular order recollecting the chaos of the moment but the
unity of their actions.  Their absence ‘from the table’ invoke a sense of loss and the recollection of
a sacrificial gesture that saved countless lives and inspired a nation.  Opposite each table rises a
tree reinvoking nature’s metaphor of life and rebirth.  The unfolding of the roofscape unveils the
memorial courtyard to the sky and the Sacred Ground beyond- filling us with hope and a sense of
the sublime.

The Sacred Ground is bound by five white pebbled pools and a tree line.  Its access is through a
suspended ‘final’ threshold pass the memorial courtyard and reflecting pool (10:03).

Jury’s Comments
“(F)Light”  This entry exhibited the designer’s sensitivity for processional and emotional
preparation of the visitor to reach and view the Sacred Ground of the crash site.  The final path to
the Sacred Ground articulates an environment of violence and disruption.  The end of the path
would, indeed, invoke “… a sense of individual and collective memory, sacrifice, and loss.”  The
site plan exhibits a good understanding of the arrival, utility, movement/transportation, and key
features of the natural and reclaimed terrain.

Jury Recommendations

•  The path to and from the Sacred Ground should offer an alternate exit route. The visitor
experience should consider both approaching and leaving the Sacred Ground, and the
emotional impact of each.

•  The Jury expressed concerns for water features and the issues of maintenance, climatic
impacts, and the potential impact from prior and on-going reclamation of the previous mining
operations.

• The Jury strongly recommends reconsideration of the 40 marked tables in the reflection pool
as the appropriate symbolic memory of the individuals on Flight 93.

• The Jury questions the final orientation of the visitor toward the Sacred Ground and whether
the line of sight strengthens the view shed or distracts from the viewing.

•  The Jury observed that the rendering of the roofscape area suggests an environment of
refined surfaces, landscape treatment, and materials, which seems in contrast to the stated
intent of the “passage of collective memory” and its “scar in the landscape” character.

• The point of entry to the “memorial expression” should be more clearly identified.
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FINALIST 3 – Fields, Forests, Fences

Laurel McSherry
Columbus, Ohio

Designer’s Narrative
Three elements construct the project and the
site: fields, forests, and fences.  The three
elements combine to distinguish the site’s five
inherited regions.  Within the landscape of the
site, fences act as barriers, markers, and
memorial.  Fences as a barrier is specific to the
Sacred Ground, allowing access for family
members and the growth of a birch grove within
and beyond its limits over time.  Within the
grove, forty stone steles mark the names,
hometowns, and birth dates of the passengers
and crew of Flight 93.  Fence as marker occurs
within and beyond the debris field.  Cast urns,
spread throughout, suggest the extreme density
once occurring there and serve as reliquaries for
the rendered hemlock mulch; a constant

remembrance of events witnessed by the site.  Fence as memorial serves as a place of public
tribute for site visitors and guests.  A memorial fence and footpath, positioned along the military
crest, overlook the urn field, birch grove and Sacred Ground.  Distinguished by the opportunity to
attach aluminum forestry tags to its surface, the memorial fence is seen as a site of accumulation,
personal and ever changing as the memories of the events are for each individual.

The site’s combined natural and constructed elements characterize experiences encountered
after one’s vehicle is left at the Visitor’s Center.  A shuttle loop delivers visitors to and from the
Ridge and memorial fence.  Visitors can return by shuttle or wander along footpaths back to the
Visitor’s Center.  An Archive Facility is positioned near the three mine drainage ponds, serving
now as reflecting pools for each of sites of September 11, 2001.  The facility serves as a point of
connection for the three sites and the individuals who acted so bravely.

The evolution of the site’s natural and constructed landscapes, as in the Mary Sarton’s poem,
reflect and honor the lives of the passengers and crew of Flight 93 and their commitment to
personal freedom.

FIELDS
•  OPEN MEADOW- Borne of pioneer herbs, perennial grasses and native wildflowers,

meadows embody the landscape of the Ridge and the Bowl.  Elegant and diverse as a
farm hedgerow, here the Memorial Fence registers the phenomenal natures of wind,
weather, light and memory.

• EARLY SUCCESSION- Bands of rough grasses, scattered shrub thickets, red cedars, and
hawthorn seedlings stretch the length of the eastern hillside.  These bands link the
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Gateway and Ridge landscapes, uniting hallowed fields of the existing farm cemetery with
those of the Sacred Grove.

•  FRESHWATER WETLANDS- An Archive/Collection facility, positioned near the three
reclaimed drainage mine ponds, acts as a point of connection for the three sites of
September 11, 2001.  The facility and its proposed wetlands and reflecting pools honor
the memories of the individuals who acted so bravely.

FORESTS
• BIRCH GROVE- A grove of native birch occupies the Sacred Ground and portions of the

debris field, delineating the final resting place of passengers and crew of Flight 93.  A
place of solace and reflection, access to the grove, the lower meadow, and nearby
hemlock forest is limited to family members and personnel.

•  HEMLOCK STAND- Throughout the site, stands of pure hemlock serve as true and
constant sentinels against the seasonal change of the natural landscape.  Within the
Approach, these stands emotionally and visually prepare visitors for the experience of the
Sacred Ground and the Memorial Fence and Footpath.

• YOUNG WOODLAND- In contrast to the open meadows and successional fields, young
woods shelter visitors and provide places for private retreat.  Beneath a canopy of red
maple, paths lead visitors through quiet fields of sassafras, spicebush, and witch hazel.

• HEMLOCK-MIXED HARDWOOD- Beginning at the site’s northwestern boundary, a belt
of mature hemlocks, birch, and hardwoods travels the length of the memorial landscape.
Ranging between contours 2370 and 2380, the forest occupies elevations similar to the
Sacred Ground, vertically connecting visitors with area reserved for family members.

FENCES
• MONUMENTS- This fence allows for the growth of a birch grove within and beyond its

limits over time.  Forty stone steles mark the names, hometowns, and birth dates of the
Flight 93 passengers and crew.

• MARKERS- Cast urns, made by local craftsmen, repeat throughout and beyond the debris
field, suggesting the extreme density once occurring there.  These markers, sites of
containment for the rendered hemlock mulch, stand in constant remembrance of the
events witnessed by the site.

• MEMORIAL- Positioned along the military crest, a memorial fence overlooks the Sacred
Ground and birch grove.  Suggesting the impromptu elegance of the Temporary
Memorial, the fence is distinguished by opportunities to attach messages to its surface.
As a site of accumulation, forestry tags record the names and sentiments of memorial
visitors.

Jury’s Comments
“Fields, Forests, and Fences”  Recognizing that the site was undergoing reclamation on 9/11/01,
the designer embraced this process and approached the entire site as a steward of the land, using
both the natural conditions of the site and new, applied landscape materials to give distinction
and dignity to the visitors’ experience.  The Jury identified this entry as one with a dramatic power
of subtlety using “time” as a co-designer.  The changing nature of the site across the seasons
within a palette of regional materials will truly distinguish the entire 2,200 acre site as one of “….
accumulation, personal and ever-changing as the memories of the events are for each individual.”
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Jury Recommendations

• The importance of the monuments and markers seems to be too subtle and understated.  The
expression of the sacrifice and heroism of the 40 individuals needs to be more clearly
articulated in both in design and representation.

•  The Jury recommends the entrant consider association with an experienced and capable
environmental artist.

• The orchestration and design intent relative to the visitors’ emotional response is unclear and
needs further exploration and articulation.

• The design intent for way-finding should be clarified.

• The Jury questions the actual horticultural response of the succession of the various plants
recommended in this design.  Consultation and explanation from a locally/regionally
experienced plant ecologist is essential.

• Reevaluate that family members must use the same approach to the Sacred Ground as the
public, which may compromise the families’ desire for privacy.
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FINALIST 4 - The Crescent of Embrace

Paul Murdoch Architects
Los Angeles, California

Designers’ Narrative
THE GATEWAY (THE TOWER OF VOICES)
Tall enough to be seen from the highway, a
Tower of Voices heroically marks the entry to
the memorial site.  Set on a raised platform of
black stone, the tower houses a small chapel
within its open shell that is finished with white
glass mosaic tile outside, and blue plaster inside
to evoke the sky.  The tower holds 40 silver
metallic wind chimes whose sounds evoke the
memories of those who are honored.  A grove
of trees separates this area from the rest of the
site.

THE APPROACH
Visitors will leave their cars near the Tower of
Voices and take a shuttle through the site on the

Approach Road, matching the route of the Haul Road to the edge of the Bowl.

THE PORTAL
At the western end of the curving landform is The Portal, defined by walls that frame the axis of
the flight path to the Crash Site.  From this space, visitors can enter a visitor information center
and collections facility within the landform, or view the Crash Site from an extended platform
raised above the ground.  At the southeast end, the ridge-top walkway descends with the land to
blend with the Bowl.

THE RIDGE (THE CRESCENT OF EMBRACE)
The design embraces the place and memory of Flight 93 at the Ridge.  A curving arc of maple
trees along a walkway unites the Ridge and forms an edge to the Bowl, with a focus on the
Sacred Ground.  This Crescent of Embrace uses the monumental scale of the landscape to
commemorate the heroic actions of the passengers and crew of Flight 93.

THE BOWL
The Temporary Memorial, Drag Lines and Skyline Road will be removed to leave the Bowl as
natural as possible.  Outside the walkway at the Ridge, at a lower elevation, the Approach Road
curves down and around the Bowl and pond, through the woods to a plaza.  The plaza is paved
in black stone and serves as the forecourt for visitors to the Sacred Ground.  At the northwest
edge of the plaza is a raised landing aligned with the Portal; looking back to the direction from
which the flight descended.
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THE SACRED GROUND
The Sacred Ground is surrounded by a black stone wall, lowering to a curb and sloped edge at
the plaza.  Here, on the sloped stone edge, visitors will be able to leave flowers, photos, and
other commemorations.  The fields of the Sacred Ground are planted with Mountain Laurel; to
bloom pink and white in the Spring.  A white stone slab and gate on axis with the flight path
provides entry to the Sacred Ground for family members.

Jury’s Comments
“The Crescent of Embrace”   This entry presents a new geometry of landscaping at the ridge of
the natural bowl midway into the site.  The crescent of new red maple plantings serves as an
element of visual orientation, while also providing the opportunity to individually memorialize the
40 individuals on Flight 93. It also provides an interesting viewing platform into the Sacred
Ground below.  The arrival point along the pedestrian path gives the viewer a clear demarcation
between public access and private entry into the Sacred Ground.  The design has incorporated a
sensitive and necessary accommodation for public remembrances and personal memorial
gestures left at the Sacred Ground.

Jury Recommendations

• Consider alternatives for the representation of the 40 passengers and crew other than the red
maple trees.  Considering the scale of the crescent, the trees do not have a significant
symbolic presence at the proposed location, and may be at risk due to wind and
environmental conditions.

• Consider integrating the crescent/platform and possibly the visitor center into the terrain of
the bowl ridge, rather than on top of the ridge.

• The Jury appreciates the Gateway as a marker for the National Memorial, but feels the idea
should be refined to make it a simple, elegant statement. The Jury felt that it should not
dominate the experience of visitors, but serve as a beginning of their journey through the site.

•  The design of the termination of public access and accommodation of personal
remembrances at the Sacred Ground is not clear.

•  The path to and from the Sacred Ground should offer an alternate exit route. The visitor
experience should consider both approaching and leaving the Sacred Ground, and the
emotional impact of each.

• Consider simplifying the design of the Sacred Ground area.
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FINALIST 5 - Memory Trail

Frederick Steiner
Karen Lewis
Jason Kentner
E. Lynn Miller
Austin, Texas

Designers’ Narrative
A Healing Landscape- On that fateful morning
of diamond light, a day which binds us together
as a people, could we have mustered the
courage of the Flight 93 Passengers and crew as
they became our first line of defense?

Memory Trail honors their journey.  The entry
road, passing through a loose field of red
maples, climbs smoothly to the horizon offering
views to the sacred ground before turning
abruptly.  Below the parking area, a unifying
grove of maples surrounds a cluster of lakes.
On foot, visitors access both the Information

Center and Memorial Archive.  The center rises from the hillside, its interior corridor folding to
shift one’s perception of the horizon and frame views of the crash site.

Memory Trail proceeds around the ridge to an overlook.  As the road approaches the crash site,
aligned with the flight path, visitors are diverted behind the sacred ground leaving the family
members a more intimate trail directly connected to this hallowed ground.  Departing sacred
ground, the family path proceeds through a red maple allée to rejoin visitors.

The trail crosses a lake, weaving around a bowl planted with 3,021 white oaks, initially marked in
translucent planting tubes seen against a background of evergreens.  As the trail returns to the
ridge top, visitors can stop at the archival center to view memorabilia left by others and
contribute their own.  The exit proceeds along Haul Road through a forest back to US 30.  Thus,
Memory Trail, a healing landscape, a memorial to Flight 93 concludes.

Jury’s Comments
“Memory Trail”   A carefully delineated pattern of circulation, both vehicular and pedestrian, gives
this entry a strong sense of organized purpose.  The plantings at both the park entrance and at
the Sacred Ground of red maple trees will, in time, give the visitor a strong reference for the 40
individuals’ heroism.  The starkly contrasting structure of the Visitor’s Center, sited atop the crest
of the bowl, is conceived as both a site reference point and a place to see framed views of the
Sacred Ground.  The designer has successfully utilized good vantage points for viewing the
natural and man-made elements of the site.
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Jury Recommendations

• The design should facilitate the separation of automobiles and pedestrians more clearly.

•  Reevaluate the choice of tree species to be used in the groves, perhaps with a local
arborist/plant ecologist.

• Reevaluate whether the proposed Visitor Center building should be at the crest of the hill or
integrated into the slope of the Bowl.

•  Reevaluate the Visitor Center and overlook to the Sacred Ground. The Jury felt that the
functions of the overlook and the Interpretive Center need to be separated and articulated,
that the form of the structure should be timeless and not “dateable,” and that the designer
should seek a building form that is more integrated into the site.

•  The Jury expressed concerns for water features and the issues of maintenance, climatic
impacts, and the potential impact from prior and on-going reclamation of the previous mining
operations.

• Consider the impact to your proposed site functions and plan if a shuttle does not exist.
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Honorable Mentions

The Stage I Jury wishes to recognize the nine entries for their innovative and exemplary ideas for
the “memorial expression.”  As with all 1011 entries, each of these entries is recognized for its
contribution to exploring and identifying the qualities and issues that will inform the ongoing
process of making an appropriate memorial to the passengers and crew of Flight 93.

The Jury greatly appreciates and recognizes the contribution of the following to the creation of
the Flight 93 National Memorial by awarding them Honorable Mention.

eight, inc.
Tim Kobe
San Francisco, California

Jason Heard
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Michael Jantzen
Valencia, California

LEGGE LEWIS LEGGE
Andrea Legge
Deborah Eve Lewis
Murray Legge
New York, New York

C. William Rich
Nantucket, Massachusetts

David Wiborg
Newton, Massachusetts

Elizabeth B. Wisecarver
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Jana Vander Goot
Bethesda, Maryland

Brandon A. Woodward
Seattle, Washington
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STAGE I JURY

M. Paul Friedberg FASLA
Donna Graves
Rich Haag FASLA
David Hollenberg AIA
Carole O’Hare
Michael Rotondi FAIA
W. Cecil Steward FAIA
Susan Szenasy
Sarah Wainio
Joy R. Stella, Non-voting Recorder

COMPETITION ADVISORS

Donald J. Stastny FAIA FAICP, StastnyBrun Architects, Inc.
Helene Fried, Helene Fried Associates

DESIGN OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE

Timothy Baird, Flight 93 National Memorial Task Force
Gina Bradshaw Farfour, Families of Flight 93 Board
Jeffrey Reinbold, National Park Service
Calvin E. Wilson, Flight 93 Advisory Commission


